
Justice & Autonomy
Feminist Critiques of Liberal Egalitarianism

Dr. Clea F. Rees Feminist Philosophy

Susan Moller Okin and Annette C. Baier are both responding in part to the

dominant positions in twentieth century Western political philosophy, as well as

to criticisms — including feminist criticisms — of those positions. This handout

includes an appendix explaining the most important of these positions for our

purposes. This is intended for those not otherwise familiar with the debate.

Feminist Critiques: Okin

1. Why does Okin think the ‘genderless family’ ideal? Is she right?

2. Why does Okin think it essential to protect women and children in more

traditional, gendered families? Will this not simply discourage people from

moving towards the genderless ideal?

3. How does Okin propose protecting women (men) and children in gendered

(inversely-gendered) families? Are her proposals good ones?

4. Is the recommendation that “sex should be regarded as a relevant qualification

in the hiring of both teachers and administrators” until men and women are

more equally represented among both groups a good one (Okin 1989, p. 177)?

5. Does the exclusion of “some traditionalist positions . . . [which] violate such

fundamentals as equal basic liberty and self-respect” undermine the legitimacy

of the conception of justice chosen behind the veil (Okin 1989, p. 174)?

Feminist Critiques: Baier

6. Is the “dubious record” of moral theories which take “liberté, egalité, et

fraternité” as the fundamental civic virtues a good reason to reject those

theories (Baier 1987, p. 54)?
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7. What’s wrong with treating the frail, the old and the sick as equal citizens

with a right to direct their own lives and make their own choices?

8. Is it appropriate for moral and political theory to endorse the unchosen

relationships which have kept women in chains for so long? How is this any

better than an uncritical endorsement of the sacrifices women are expected

to make for the sake of their fathers, husbands and children?

9. Is Baier’s discussion of the moral importance of unchosen relationships

consistent with Sherwin’s claim that no feminist can consistently adopt a

position which is “against choice in abortion” (1991, fn. 4)? If so, how can

these claims best be reconciled? If not, who is right?

10. We saw that Little argues that a pregnant woman does not have a duty to

gestate unless she conceives of herself as related to the foetus she is carrying

(1999). Does this argument make the assumption that responsibility for a

relationship depends on that relationship being freely chosen? If so, is this a

problem for Little or Baier?

Feminist Critiques: Comparison

11. Okin endorses Rawls’s claim that justice is the primary virtue of social

institutions. Rectifying the defects in his original theory, then, is a matter

of modifying his procedural criteria and refining our conception of justice

appropriately, Baier, in contrast, suggests that although justice is important,

something besides justice is required (trust? care?). What is the correct

response to feminist criticisms of liberal egalitarianism and why?

12. Can feminists legitimately concern themselves exclusively with the needs of

human beings? Why or why not?

Appendix: Rawls’s Theory of Justice

Some of you may be familiar with Rawls’s position. In case you are not, this

handout and the lecture should provide you with sufficient information to make
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sense of the readings. Note that I make no attempt to do justice (of any kind)

to the sophistication and richness of John Rawls’s theory. Nor do I indicate the

ways in which his position changed over time. If you want to know about Rawls’s

theory itself, these notes will not be much help. If you want to know enough to

understand the authors we are discussing in this course, however, they should be

useful although you are obviously welcome to explore his work further and doing so

would doubtless enhance your understanding of the issues we are discussing here.

Rawls is a key figure — arguably the key figure — in twentieth century Western

political philosophy. His work reinvigorated a relatively stagnant field of enquiry

and those writing later could modify, refine or reject his view, but they could not

ignore it.

Rawls’s theory revived contractualism. Contractualist accounts of moral and

political authority appeal to the idea of an actual or hypothetical social contract.

Moral or political legitimacy is justified by the actual or hypothetical consent of

individuals to the terms of the social contract. Rawls’s contractualism is quite

unlike that of earlier social contract theorists such as Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau

and Kant. The type of contract Rawls is interested in is not one to which actual

people would necessarily agree in the real world. It is, rather, one which suitably

abstracted persons would agree to in a suitably abstracted situation. Rawls takes

himself to be presenting a conception of justice and the contractualist move is part

of the particular conception of justice which he wishes to defend.

Rawls published a very early statement of his view as ‘Justice as Fairness’ but the

first full statement of his position is set out in A Theory of Justice, later published

in significantly revised form (1958, 1971, 1999a). Later work further qualified and

extended the theory, partly in response to objections raised by critics and partly in

order to address issues set aside in the original work (Rawls 1993, 1996, 1999b,

2001, e.g.).

We can think of Rawls as addressing two questions:

A. What conditions must a set of principles governing the basic structure of

society satisfy in order to be just? The basic structure is concerned with

the rights and responsibilities people have and the way that the benefits and

burdens of the society are to be shared. The rights and benefits are the

primary social goods.

e.g. “Principles are just if, and only if, all actual persons agree to them”; “they

are just if, and only if, a majority of those in every generation agree to them”;

“they are just if perfectly virtuous people would prefer them to all other

candidates”; and so on. Notice that this tells us nothing whatsoever about
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the content of the principles. The second part of Rawls’s view tells us which

principles he thinks meet the criteria for justice.

B. What particular conception of justice satisfies the conditions specified in A.?

A particular conception of justice still consists of very general principles from

which a society could derive more contentful ones.

e.g. “All individuals are to have the greatest amount of liberty consistent with

divine revelation”; “only those basic liberties which an efficient labour market

requires be granted to all are to be enjoyed by all; additional basic liberties

are to be enjoyed only by those who do not depend for their subsistence on

others’ capital”; “goods and services are to be distributed equally among all”;

“goods and services are to be distributed according to desert”; “public offices

are to be distributed to maximise the overall quantity of goods and services

available”; and so on.

Notice these are still quite general. If we knew that public offices were to

be distributed according to the last suggestion, for example, this would not

settle the details because figuring out how to distribute such offices so as to

maximise the overall quantity of goods and services would require us to know

a good deal about the context in which the distribution was taking place.

A defence of any particular conception of justice (B.) requires one to show

that it meets the criteria for just principles (A.).

Rawls answers these two questions as follows:

A. Rawls argues that principles governing the basic structure of society are

just if, and only if, they would be chosen by persons in the original position

(explained below). This is a procedural conception of justice.

B. Rawls defends the following principles, arguing that this particular conception

of justice would be chosen in the original position:

1. Everyone is to have as many and as much of the basic liberties as is

consistent with everybody else having the same.

This principle is concerned with basic political and social rights and

liberties e.g. freedom of expression and association, suffrage etc.

2. Inequalities in the distribution of other primary goods are justified if,

and only if:

i. Everyone has a fair chance to compete for positions which confer

greater benefits.
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e.g. Anybody can run for mayor and has a genuinely fair opportunity

to do so.

ii. The inequalities are to everyone’s advantage.

This essentially means that the worst off do better in absolute

terms if the inequalities are permitted than they would do if the

inequalities were disallowed.

This principle is concerned primarily with the distribution of material

goods — wealth and income.

Notice that these principles are still quite general. There is good reason for this

level of generality. Rawls wants to give us a conception of justice and this requires

principles that are independent of any particular context. Rawls thinks the criteria

for just principles require us to abstract away from the particular situation of any

particular society and from the specific attributes and circumstances of particular

individuals. Principles are just if they would be arrived at as the result of a certain

procedure. We are to imagine persons deciding on the principles without knowing

the particular circumstances of themselves or their society. This is known as the

original position. Persons in the original position are presumed to be rational,

self-interested and without envy. This means they want to maximise their own

position without regard to anybody else’s. So they are not concerned with, for

example, having more stuff than other people but simply on having the most stuff

they can get, even if this means they have much less than others. They know that

they have some idea of what makes for a good human life but they do not know

what. They also know that whatever they think makes for a good human life,

certain things will help them to achieve their ends. These are Rawls’s ‘primary

goods’ e.g. food, shelter, money etc. They do not know what particular talents

they have as individuals, what circumstances they are born into or what stage their

society has reached. So they do not know, for example, whether the iPad has been

invented yet, or the printing press, or the spinning wheel. Nor do they know their

race, creed, sex, sexual orientation, class, etc. They know some general facts about

human beings — e.g. that they are subject to disease — and about the world —

e.g. that water is required to grow food. But they do not know how likely they

are to suffer a particular disease, what the range of intelligence, athletic skill or

artistic aptitude is within the population, or how many people are competing for

how much food. It is as if they are behind a veil which blocks their view of the

world and of their places in that world, permitting them to perceive only its most

general features. Rawls calls this the veil of ignorance.

Persons behind the veil are not merely equal, but essentially identical. A person who

does not know which of the various positions she occupies in which of various stages

of which of various societies, could be anybody and, so, can represent everybody.
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In effect, then, we really only need one person behind the veil and the idea of a

group agreeing on principles — contracting — is a useful but inessential dramatic

device.
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